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TrendWall™
The high performer

TrendWall with Flush post tops, Flush wall capping and integrated TerraFirm panel (retaining 500mm)

TrendWall is our sleek,
high-performance modular fence
alternative for people who want more.

Perfect for:
• Privacy fences and visual screens
• Tall fences

Offering taller heights, higher acoustic
and retaining capabilities and corrosiveresistant aluminium posts, TrendWall
is the highest performing fence on the
Australian market.

• Acoustic barriers
• Fencing with integrated retaining
• Coastal or poolside applications
- Up to 3m high*
- Coastal or poolside applications
-	Our highest performing fence
solution
-	Customise with lights, slats and
infills
-	 Integrate TerraFirm retaining
panels to retain up to 750mm
(2.5 kPa surcharge live loads)
- Expressed Joint option available
-	Offers Flush or Peaked post top
and wall capping options
-	Bushfire rated to BAL29
(BAL40 available on request)

Expressed Joint

*Wind region & terrain specific - see
website product pages for further
details

POST AND PANEL OPTIONS
POSTS: ALUMINIUM (100X100MM)

Flush Post Top
Flush Wall Capping

PANEL THICKNESS: 75MM

Flush Post Top
External Wall Capping

Peaked Post Top
Flush Wall Capping

Peaked Post Top
External Wall Capping

750mm

Standard Joint

Expressed Joint

Integrate TerraFirm panel (75mm) to
retain up to 750mm (2.5 kPa)

CASE STUDY 1

TRENDWALL™ PRIVACY SCREEN
PROVIDES PREMIUM FINISHING

The duplex boom in Sydney’s South has left many homeowners closer to their neighbours
than ever before. With tight boundaries and smaller backyards, the need for a high
performance privacy screen has skyrocketed; for this new home, TrendWall was the
perfect finishing touch and saving grace for their family.

True privacy is acoustic privacy
When Nick first considered his new outdoor space, the first thing that came to mind was
privacy.
“Privacy for me in a duplex is a huge thing…we took a standard house and a standard
block of land and we’ve basically cut it in half, so I’m living closer to my neighbours than
I ever have before,” Nick reveals. “I’ve got three noisy kids…so whether I’m trying to keep
the noise in, or the noise out, either way it works for me.”

WATCH THE VIDEO:

The TrendWall system is one of three modular fencing systems in ModularWalls’
residential range. Offering heights of up to 3m and offering a typical 25dB noise
reduction (or a fourfold reduction in audible noise), they are among the best performing
privacy screens and fencing products on the Australian market.
As lot sizes shrink, boundaries get tighter and backyards get smaller, there has been a
dramatic increase in demand for acoustically rated dividing fences; especially within
duplex developments.

Premium aesthetics
Aesthetics was also a major factor, after having painstakingly designed every inch of the
Hamptons style duplex with FutureFlip construction company.
“I didn’t want a timber fence, I didn’t want a Colorbond fence,” explains Nick. “I’ve just
spent a million dollars building a duplex – why would I cheap out on the framework of the
garden?”
“I’ve got 3m high on one boundary and 2.4m on the other, and it provides that privacy
and creates a very sleek look in the backyard; I’m not taking up too much space – because
it’s a duplex, I haven’t got a lot of space! And you can emulate the look of a solid wall.”

https://modularwalls.com.au/
case_studies/duplex-privacyscreen-voguewall/

Each of ModularWalls’ fencing systems offers a unique aesthetic, including the sleek SlimWall, the high performing TrendWall, the
versatile VogueWall and the grand EstateWall. They also offer various customisations including integrated retaining and aluminium
post options (as used within this VogueWall design), as well as integrated post lighting, slats, decorative infills and unique wall finishings.
The ability to also paint the boundary fencing in the same colour scheme as the house was a huge advantage. It connected the garden
with the rest of the development and supported an aesthetic harmony that allowed the small space to feel bigger.

Integrated retaining saves costs by more than half
As is common with renovations, there can be some surprising details along the way. For Nick, it was when they uncovered an unexpected
amount of retaining after removing dense scrub and an old collapsing boundary brick wall from the backyard.
“We’ve got up to 750mm of retaining and the builder came up to me and said look, we can do this in blockwork, it’s going to cost you
about 700 bucks a lineal metre – which is significant, when you’re on a budget and you’re trying to keep the costs down,” admits Nick.
“Not to mention the access problems and the time that block would have taken!”
Luckily, TrendWall offered a seamlessly integrated solution to the unexpected retaining requirements.
“We used our TerraFirm retaining panel on the base, which retained up to the 750mm, and then I continued the fence on top. So, $750
a lineal metre for brickwork; we would have come in less than half of that! And on the low side, it’s perfectly integrated, seamless; I can’t
tell I’ve got a retaining wall!”

Invest in your peace and quiet
From duplexes, to townhouses, to smaller lots in brand new community developments; our backyards are getting smaller. But that
doesn’t mean you have to compromise on your privacy. By choosing an acoustically-rated dividing fence or party wall, you can create a
peaceful oasis amongst the suburban bustle. For instance, with our acoustic fencing solutions, you can expect a typical 20-25dB noise
reduction; decoded from ‘acoustic engineer babble’, that’s a whopping fourfold reduction in audible noise.
On top of the acoustic properties, our SlimWall reaches heights of up to 2.4m, with our VogueWall and EstateWall reaching even
higher still to 3m. With those heights, you’ll never have to catch another glimpse of your neighbour evening out their tan lines ever again
(and safely avoid them from catching you doing the same!).

CASE STUDY 2

THE DESIGNORY #MAKEITMODULAR
FOR BYRON BAY VILLA

Barefoot Escapes offer boutique holiday accommodation in Byron Bay, designed by the
creative geniuses at The Designory. Combining luxury and comfort, The Barefoot Bay
Villa is their newest build, promising a lush, private oasis amongst the buzzing Byron
bustle.
But how did they achieve this serenity, amidst its highly central location? Through
ModularWalls.
The design brief included four main challenges:
•

Designing a premium boundary that harmonised with the contemporary architecture

•

Creating a private, serene outdoor oasis for the villa

•

Noise control for the accommodation, to safeguard against neighbour complaints

•

Environmental durability

WATCH THE VIDEO:

Premium aesthetics
Aesthetics was also a major factor, after having painstakingly designed every inch of the
Strong contemporary finishes; premium materials; meticulously curated design elements;
The Bay Villa is truly an architectural work of art.
As such, when considering the boundary that would tie it all together, The Designory
demanded nothing short of a premium look that harmonised with the aesthetic values of
their build.
ModularWalls worked closely with the architects to create a custom boundary that
perfectly framed the designer details of the new outdoor oasis. Using a combination of
post profiles and artfully integrating feature timber battens, the exquisite wall design
boasted sophistication with an edge of raw, natural texture. The smooth, cementitous
surface of the panels delivered a robust contemporary aesthetic, contrasting perfectly
against the battens and lush gardens.
Finally, they finished the wall in the iconic Monument by Dulux and further customised
with towel hooks and an outdoor shower. The finished look offered dramatic impact as a
backdrop to the outdoor oasis.

https://modularwalls.com.
au/blog/the-designorymodularwalls-byron-bay/

Creating a serene, private oasis
Situated in the heart of Byron Bay, this villa offers incredible lifestyle advantages for guests, who are an easy stroll away from vibrant
cafes and iconic beaches.
However, this also presented a challenge to the serene outdoor oasis they were designing; they needed a sturdy boundary that offered
visual and acoustic privacy from the outside world.
ModularWalls’ products are acoustically rated by the National Acoustic Library of Australia, offering an average 20-25dB reduction; in
other words, that’s a whopping fourfold reduction in audible noise.
Reaching heights of up to 3m, with the option to integrate lighting, gates, intercoms and security systems, there is simply no doubt that
this boundary effectively creates a secure, serene outdoor oasis for future guests to enjoy.

Neighbourhood noise control
In addition, there were acoustic requirements to keep noise in; surrounded by residential homes, the last thing The Designory wanted
was to introduce noise issues to the neighbourhood. However, sleeping up to 10 adults, with a lush pool area and BBQ nook, the villa did
present potential for heightened noise levels.
By investing in an acoustic fencing solution, they effectively safeguarded themselves from any noise complaints that could threaten the
future of the development.

Environmental durability
The Barefoot Bay Villa is located directly opposite a stunning nature reserve; whilst this creates lush surroundings, it also brings with it
the consideration of BAL 29 risks. Furthermore, the coastal location posed the challenge of a particularly corrosive environment.
However, The Designory were thrilled to find out that ModularWalls met all their environmental specification criteria. All of
ModularWalls’ products are suitable for BAL 29 homes, through its use of non-combustible materials.
Furthermore, the components of TrendWall are highly resistant to corrosive environments; this particular design also included a section
of aluminium posts along the pool boundary, to withstand the heightened exposure to pool chemicals.

CASE STUDY 3

POOL FEATURE FENCE COMPLETES
STRIKING POOL RENOVATIONS

From a swimming pool renovation, to winning The Ultimate Outdoor Lifestyle Pack,
Rachel Wright’s backyard has undergone a total transformation. Find out how a modular
pool feature wall completed her striking swimming pool design — and won her some
amazing prizes in the process!
Last Christmas, we held a Photo Competition to find Australia’s most amazing Modular
Wall designs. The prize was an Ultimate Outdoor Lifestyle Pack, including an outdoor
shower by Mon Palmer, a Stahl fire pit and festoon string lights from Fat Shack Vintage!
We caught up with the winner, Rachel, to see how her outdoor lifestyle had been
transformed after her swimming pool construction.

Q. So what was most important to you when building the new wall?
We needed to get the wall quick and at a reasonable cost. When installing the
new pool, we found out at the last minute that our backyard wasn’t compliant,
as we had raised garden beds. We needed to remove the garden, which exposed
our ugly, old fence! The alternative we were looking at was a brick wall, but we
didn’t have the time frame; the pool was already booked to be built!
We also wanted it to be nice to look at and not just a standard ColorBond fence
that everyone else has.
Q. And how did finish it to harmonise with your striking pool area?
We chose the TrendWall with aluminium posts; we just liked the smaller posts
better and we wanted the expressed joints to be the feature. The panels were
painted the colour ‘Leadman’, by Dulux, and we left the posts as they were from
the factory. We also have lights installed in the concrete, to reflect up the wall,
and still deciding on any other accessories to add to the wall itself!
Q. And how did you find the Professional Installation experience?
The modular wall saved us A LOT of time; the posts were installed prior, so they
could set, and the fence was installed all in one day, with no issues!

“ We love the
Expressed Joints!
We wanted the
wall to be part
of our backyard
design and not just
another boring wall
and I think this is a
standout feature! ”

As we are in a cul-de-sac location with an awkward block (we have 3 or 4 neighbours we share our back fence with), we
found it easier to install our own fence within our boundary.
The levels were tricky, as the existing fence had many different heights, but out installers sorted that out to get one level all
the way around, completely covering the existing fences. The pool was already installed as well, so they only had around
1-1.5m to work with!
Q. And are you happy with your new pool feature wall?
Yes, we are very happy! Because it’s a different product, we’ve had a lot of comments on what kind of wall it is.
We love the Expressed Joints! We wanted the wall to be part of our backyard design and not just another boring wall and I
think this is a standout feature! It was a great product and we would recommend.
Q. How have you been enjoying your Outdoor Lifestyle Pack?
We didn’t really finish off the backyard until the end of summer; but the most used item so far has been the Stahl fire pit,
as we’ve taken that camping with us as well as using it at home.
The outdoor shower and festoon lights are up now — we just need some nicer weather to enjoy being outside!

CASE STUDY 4

TRENDWALL™ OFFERS DURABLE AND
AFFORDABLE FENCING SOLUTION
FOR COASTAL HOMES

For this stunning coastal home, a brand new TrendWall delivered a durable, yet
affordable, premium fencing solution. Idyllically situated along the Port Hacking River,
the renovation of this waterfront area posed many site-specific challenges, including
restricted site access and a highly corrosive environment.
However, the TrendWall, an Australian Made product specifically designed to withstand
the harsh climates of our beautifully fierce country, overcame each and every concern.

Restricted site access
Like many waterfront homes, this homeowner faced unique challenges when it came
to the delivery of materials and equipment. The only two options were to carry them by
hand, or via barge, which came with incredibly high costs.
However, due to its lightweight, modular nature, the TrendWall was able be carried,
sparing the hefty price of barge delivery. The modular solution provided further savings
by its manual installation with simple hand tools, negating the need for the transport of
equipment or machinery. Lastly, its virtually waste-free installation process avoided the
costs of waste removal.

Corrosive coastal environments
By choosing our coastal-grade aluminium post option, the homeowner achieved greater
rust resistance against the constant salt spray. Furthermore, even with a whopping 85%
of Australians living coastally, many ‘Aussie Proof’ fences are actually not covered by
warranty if situated within 1km from the coast. However, this was not a worry for this
TrendWall; ModularWalls offer an extended 10-year warranty with your fence — no
matter where you call home.

Premium aesthetics
This home was a newly renovated treasure of modern architecture, with expansive views
of the river and Royal National Park. Therefore, it was also of utmost importance to the
homeowner that its premium aesthetic values were maintained.
The TrendWall effortlessly delivered a high-end appearance, framing both the home and
its picturesque views. The custom panels were prefinished in aluminium skins, achieving a
unique finish that gleam subtly against the calm, rippling river.

“ The TrendWall
effortlessly
delivered a
high-end
appearance,
framing both
the home and its
picturesque views ”

CASE STUDY 5

ALUMINIUM POOL FENCE POSTS
WITHSTANDS CORROSION WHILST
CREATING SLEEK BOUNDARY

The owner of this home in the Sydney suburb of Concord wanted to build a tall
boundary fence around the backyard swimming pool that would be aesthetically
pleasing yet resilient. Because of the terrain surrounding the property the
homeowner wanted to incorporate a retaining function into the boundary wall,
as well as minimize space consumption and cost.
The homeowner also wanted the boundary wall to be highly durable, and
capable of withstanding the rust or corrosion that can afflict built structures
situated in maritime environments or within close proximity of pool facilities.
In order to satisfy the multiple requirements for the project the homeowner
opted to use TrendWall, which permitted the creation of a durable, aesthetically
pleasing boundary fence.
The aluminium TrendWall posts makes the completed boundary fence
more resistant to the corrosion associated with swimming pools or maritime
environments, helping to reduce maintenance costs as well as extend product
lifecycle.
Furthermore, the 2m tall wall for this Concord property also seamlessly
integrated TerraFirm retaining panels at its base, to offer up to 750mm of
earth-retaining capabilities. This significantly reduced costs, as well as saved on
land space, by avoiding the need to build a separate retaining wall in addition to
the boundary fence.

“ The TrendWall
posts makes
the completed
boundary fence
more resistant
to the corrosion
associated with
swimming pools
or maritime
environments ”

CASE STUDY 6

TRENDWALL™ WITH ALUMINIUM POSTS
COMPLETES BACKYARD MAKEOVER

Brad Roberts of Engadine, NSW, recently completed a 7-year backyard
makeover. As part of the complete overhaul, an old brushwood fence was
replaced with our TrendWall, perfectly framing the brand new outdoor space.
Q. When did you begin your backyard transformation?
Brad: The transformation of our backyard has been an ongoing process for a
number of years. It all started about 7 years ago when we decided to rejuvenate
the pool, replace the old brick pavers and coping around the pool and transform
an unused space into the area you see in the photo.
The latest transformation was to replace an old-fashioned brushwood fence and
gate with the new TrendWall modular wall.
Q. What guided you to choose a modular wall system?
Brad: We researched walls to replace the old brushwood fence and looked at
different alternatives, and finally decided on the modular wall because of looks,
cost, ease of maintenance and the attitude of the young guy who came to
quote.
TrendWall was cheaper than other alternatives we looked at and because of the
render-look finish, we felt it fitted in better with the finish of our rendered house.
It only took a couple of days to install and we painted it with the same acrylic
exterior paint used on the house.
Q. Are you happy with the final result?
Brad: Very! The entire experience was excellent. The young bloke who installed
it was really nice and his team were very pleasant – good tradies, and they tidied
up when they finished each day!

“ TrendWall was
cheaper than
other alternatives
we looked at and
because of the
render-look finish,
we felt it fitted
in better with
the finish of our
rendered house ”

CASE STUDY 7

CHILDCARE CENTRE CHOOSES
SUPERIOR ACOUSTICS & RAPID
INSTALLATION OF TRENDWALL™

A new childcare centre was being built in a supermarket carpark, beside a
residential area and a busy road in Bendigo, VIC.
The client, Urban Studios, required a fast and cost-effective acoustic wall to
protect neighbouring residents from playground noise, as well as protect the
children from traffic noise.
With children’s safety of paramount priority, a timber fence was not viable, due
to splintering and cracking.
The solution also needed to complement their landscaping, with superior
aesthetics to reflect the modern architecture of the newly built centre
ModularWalls provided a turnkey solution, supplying and installing a 2.1m high
TrendWall perimeter acoustic wall.
Utilising a sleeker post option, the wall required even smaller footings than
the classic galvanised steel posts, delivering a faster and more cost-effective
installation.
The installation was completed in just 4 days, including the customised finish.
The fence was painted in the same grey shade as the childcare centre, with
blocks of colours to create a harmonised architectural style.

“ The installation
was completed
in just 4 days,
including the
customised finish ”

